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After closing down for nearly two years, Hotel Bel-Air in Los Angeles, CA will finally be unveiling their brand new luxurious make over
on October 15. Under the design teams of Alexandra Champalimaud and Rockwell Group, the hotel has embraced a different style
influenced by American mid-century modern and the eras of the 1930s to the 1950s. While still preserving a classic and elegant
atmosphere, the hotel welcomes changes to appeal the needs and ensure guests, as a whole, comfort.

Along with 12 new accommodations, there are 103 completely updated guestrooms and suites that now offer scenic views, sliding glass walls,
heated floors, fireplaces and spa pools. Seven exclusive specialty suites have been designed, including the famous Grace Kelly Suite. Hotel
Bel-Air also created a Presidential Suite of 6,776 square feet that features all from a kitchen, a study, a dining, a living room with a grand piano,
a private courtyard and pool.

More of the latest additions to the hotel include a new building divided up into a fitness studio, loft guestrooms with higher elevated ceilings and
a spa featured by La Prairie that comes with individual couples’ rooms overlooking the great outdoors.

Located in the root of the hotel will be the lobby lounge ideal for relaxation with English tea and refreshing beverages. Among the many rooms
revamped, The Garden Ballroom now allows a total of 200 guests that can relish the natural open air or stay inside the lavish room. If the guests
prefer a more intimate and private ballroom, The Palm Room holds up to 40 people and is complete with its own fireplace and patio.

A new renovated restaurant called Wolfgang Puck at Hotel Bel-Air is now intact as well. Managed by Master Chef Wolfgang and his group, the
Wolfgang Puck Fine Dining Group, the restaurant will take a spin on the modern cuisines of California along with influences from Europe and
the Mediterranean. Not only will there be fine dining but a grand selection of over 2400 bottles of various wines will be provided too.

With all these types of changes, Hotel Bel-Air remains to capture the cultured and glamorous essence of a luxury hotel that makes guests feel
comfortable and provide a chance to relax and be entertained.
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